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Abstract
In this paper, we study the problem of computing an LSP-decomposition of a matrix over a field. This decomposition is an extension to arbitrary matrices of the well-known LUP-decomposition of full row-rank matrices. We present three different ways of computing an LSP-decomposition, that are both rank-sensitive and based on matrix multiplication. In each case, for an $m$ by $n$ input matrix of unknown rank $r$, the cost we obtain is in $O(mnr^{\omega-2})$ for $\omega > 2$. When $r$ is small, this improves the $O(nm^{\omega-1})$ complexity bound of Ibarra, Moran and Hui.
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Résumé
Cet article considère le problème du calcul d’une décomposition LSP d’une matrice à coefficients dans un corps. Cette décomposition est une extension aux matrices de rang quelconque de la décomposition LUP, classique pour les matrices de rang plein en lignes. On présente trois façons de calculer une décomposition LSP en fonction du rang et via le produit de matrices. Dans chaque cas, le coût obtenu pour une matrice $m \times n$ de rang $r$ (inconnu a priori) est en $O(mnr^{\omega-2})$ avec $\omega > 2$. Pour $r$ petit, cela améliore la borne de complexité en $O(nm^{\omega-1})$ d’Ibarra, Moran et Hui.

Mots-clés: Factorisation de matrice, produit de matrices, forme échelonnée, profil de rang, complexité algorithmique
1 Introduction

Let $A$ be an $m$ by $n$ matrix over a field $k$. It is well known that if $A$ has full row rank then it has an LUP-decomposition: $A = LUP$ where $L \in k^{m \times m}$ is unit lower triangular, $U \in k^{m \times n}$ is upper triangular with nonzero elements on the main diagonal, and $P \in k^{n \times n}$ is a permutation matrix. Furthermore, Bunch and Hopcroft’s algorithm $[3, 1]$ computes an LUP-decomposition of $A$ in $O(mn^2)$ field operations (see for example the proof of [4, Theorem 16.5]). Here, a field operation is any of $\{+,-,\times,\text{divide by a nonzero, compare with zero}\}$ and $\omega$ is such that two $n$ by $n$ matrices over $k$ can be multiplied in $O(n^\omega)$ field operations.

When $A$ has not full row rank, LUP-decomposition may not exist anymore and Ibarra, Moran and Hui $[8]$ extended it to the so-called LSP-decomposition (assuming $m \leq n$): $A = LSP$ where $L$ and $P$ are as before, but where $S$ is only semi-upper triangular, that is, deleting the zero rows of $S$ yields an upper triangular matrix whose entries on the main diagonal are nonzero.

LSP-decomposition is interesting because it reveals the rank $r$ of $A$ as the number of nonzero rows of $S$. Let $i_1 < \cdots < i_r$ be the indices of those rows. Then another interesting property is that $(i_1, \ldots, i_r)$ is the row rank profile of $A$, that is, the lexicographically smallest subsequence $(h_1, \ldots, h_r)$ of $(1, \ldots, m)$ such that rows $h_1, \ldots, h_r$ have full rank. (The column rank profile is defined similarly by considering columns instead of rows.)

Following Bunch and Hopcroft’s approach, Ibarra, Moran and Hui also reduced the problem of computing an LSP-decomposition to that of matrix multiplication: the algorithm they give in $[8, \S 2]$—which we shall call the IMH algorithm— is for $m \leq n$ and has cost $O(nm^{\omega-1})$.

By definition, $S$ has $r$ nonzero rows and thus its size (that is, the number of field elements required to represent it) is only $O(rn)$. For $L$, the definition requires no more than a unit lower triangular shape. However, since rows $j \notin \{i_1, \ldots, i_r\}$ of $S$ are zero and since $L$ multiplies $S$, the values of $L_{j+1,j}, \ldots, L_{m,j}$ can be anything; by choosing them to be zero, we get a factor $L$ whose $j$th column is $e_j$, the $j$th unit vector of $k^m$. For example, if $A \in k^{4 \times 6}$ has row rank profile $(1,3)$ then

$$S = \left[ \begin{array}{cccccc} * & * & * & * & * & * \\ * & * & * & * & * & * \end{array} \right] \rightarrow L = \left[ \begin{array}{ccc} 1 & * & * \\ * & 1 & 1 \\ * & * & 1 \end{array} \right] = \left[ \begin{array}{ccc} * & * & * \\ * & * & * \\ * & * & * \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{ccc} 1 & * & * \\ * & 1 & 1 \\ * & * & 1 \end{array} \right] + \left[ \begin{array}{ccc} 1 & * & * \\ * & 1 & 1 \\ * & * & 1 \end{array} \right].$$

With no loss of generality, we can thus consider that $L$ has such a shape, with (vertical) stripes corresponding to the (horizontal) stripes of $S$, and we shall say that $L$ is striped according to $S$. Clearly, such an $L$ can now be represented in a more compact way as

$$L = MF^T + I_m, \quad M \in k^{m \times r}, \quad F = [e_{i_1}, \ldots, e_{i_r}] \in k^{m \times r}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here $M$ is dense but strictly lower triangular and even in echelon form: for $1 \leq j \leq r$, $M_{i,j} = 0$ if $i \leq i_j$. To sum up, $O((m + n)r)$ field elements are enough for representing an LSP-decomposition $L, S, P$ with $L$ striped according to $S$. Since such a decomposition has a size that depends on $r = \text{rank}(A)$, how to compute it in a rank-sensitive manner?

Gaussian elimination with column pivoting would do that with $O(mnr)$ field operations, which is indeed rank-sensitive, but unlike IMH it does not reduce to matrix multiplication.

Following the approach of $[11]$, we show in this paper that an LSP-decomposition with $L$ striped according to $S$ can be computed both in a rank-sensitive way and via matrix
multiplication. We give three different ways of doing this, each of them having cost \( O(mnr^{\omega-2}) \) if \( w > 2 \) and \( O(mn \log_2 r) \) if \( \omega = 2 \).

A first way, which we present in Section 2, is to compute the so-called reduced column echelon form \( C \) of \( A \) with Storjohann’s fast, rank-sensitive GaussJordan algorithm [11, §2.2]. In Section 2.1 we show that moving from \( C \) to \( L, S, P \) then essentially reduces to LUP-decomposition of a full row-rank \( r \) by \( n \) matrix plus some matrix multiplications, for an extra cost of \( O((m + n)r^{\omega-1}) \). Since \( r \leq \min\{m, n\} \), note that \((m + n)r^{\omega-1} = O(mnr^{\omega-2})\) even if \( \omega = 2 \). Conversely, we remark in Section 2.2 that moving from \( L, S, P \) to \( C \) can be done also with \( O((m + n)r^{\omega-1}) \) field operations.

A second way, presented in Section 3, is to improve the IMH algorithm [8] itself. Our improvement is twofold: remove the assumption that \( m \leq n \); modify the elimination step to have its cost decreased from \( O(mnr^{\omega-1}) \) to \( O(mnr^{\omega-2}) \) for \( \omega \geq 2 \). The resulting algorithm LSP is described in Section 3.1 and, using the techniques of [11, §1.3], its complexity is analysed in Section 3.2.

The third approach is to directly compute an LQUP-decomposition of \( A \) as defined in [8]: \( Q \) is an \( m \) by \( m \) permutation matrix, \( U = [V^T \mid 0]^T \) where \( V \in k^{r \times r} \) is upper triangular and invertible, and \( QU = S \). As before, we can assume with no loss of generality that \( L \) is striped according to \( S \) and of the form (1). Then, because of the structure of \( S \) and \( V \),

\[
Q = \begin{bmatrix} F & G \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{for some } G \in k^{m \times (m-r)}. \tag{2}
\]

Therefore, using \( QQ^T = I_m \),

\[
A = LSP = LQUP = ([M \mid 0] + Q) \begin{bmatrix} V \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} P. \tag{3}
\]

In Section 4 we give an algorithm for computing an LQUP-decomposition of \( A \) in the above compressed form \( M, Q, V, P \); again, its cost is \( O(mnr^{\omega-2}) \) if \( w > 2 \) and \( O(mn \log_2 r) \) if \( \omega = 2 \). The advantage of such a compressed form is that now \( M \) and \( V \) can be stored as the first \( r \) columns and rows, respectively, of a single \( m \) by \( n \) matrix. Since recovering \( L, S, P \) from \( M, Q, V, P \) is easy, the latter form has been used in [9, 6, 5] to obtain extremely efficient in-place implementations of LSP-decomposition for matrices over finite fields. However no rank-sensitive complexities appear in these works.

As shown in [8, 10], LSP-/LQUP-decomposition has several applications beyong the rank and rank profile. Among them are linear system solving, computing a nullspace basis and diagonalizing transforms and generalized inverses. We conclude in Section 5 by remarking how such application problems may benefit from our improved complexity results. This may be seen as an alternative to Storjohann’s Gauss-Jordan canonical form approach [11, §2.2].

## 2 LSP-decomposition and reduced echelon forms

For every \( A \in k^{m \times n} \) there exists an invertible \( U \in k^{m \times m} \) such that \( UA = R \) is the reduced row echelon form of \( A \). That form \( R \) is unique and also known as the Gauss-Jordan canonical form of \( A \) [11]. As a row echelon form, \( R \) displays the rank \( r \) and the column rank profile \((j_1, \ldots, j_r)\) of \( A \): only the first \( r \) rows of \( R \) are nonzero and, for \( 1 \leq i \leq r \), the first nonzero entry in row \( i \) is \( R_{i,j_i} \). What makes \( R \) reduced is the additional property that column \( j_i \) is the \( i \)th unit vector.
For example, if \( A \in \mathbb{k}^{5 \times 9} \) has rank 3 and column rank profile \((2, 5, 7)\) then its reduced row echelon form \( R \) has the following shape:

\[
R = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & * & * & * & * \\
1 & * & * & * & * \\
1 & * & * & & &
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

The \textit{reduced column echelon form} of \( A \) can be defined as the transpose of the reduced row echelon form of \( A^T \). If we call it \( C \) then \( AV = C \) for some invertible matrix \( V \) and

\[
C = \begin{bmatrix} E + F \mid 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \text{with } F = [e_{i_1}, \ldots, e_{i_r}] \in \mathbb{k}^{m \times r},
\]

and with \((i_1, \ldots, i_r)\) the row rank profile of \( A \). Transposing the above \( 5 \times 9 \) matrix example, we see that the first \( r \) columns of \( C \) simply consist of \( F \) (which has the 1's) superimposed on \( E \) (which has the *'s). This way of writing \( C \) will be used in the next two subsections.

Given \( A \), how fast can we compute \( R \) or \( C \)? Gauss-Jordan elimination would do that in time \( O(mnr) \). Another way is to use Storjohann’s \textit{GaussJordan} algorithm [11, p. 42] whose cost is \( O(mnr^{\omega-2}) \) if \( \omega > 2 \) and \( O(mn \log_2 r) \) if \( \omega = 2 \). This recursive algorithm will produce in particular the rank \( r \) as well as a transform \( U \) such that \( UA = R \). Then, moving from \( U \) to \( R \) is cheap because \( U \) is in fact returned in the form

\[
U = U_1 U_2, \quad \text{where } U_1 = \begin{bmatrix} U_{11} & I_{m-r} \\ U_{21} & \end{bmatrix} \text{ and } U_2 \text{ is an } m \times m \text{ permutation matrix.}
\]

To get the \( r \) nonzero rows of \( R \), it suffices to multiply \( U_{11} \) by the first \( r \) rows of \( U_2 A \). The cost of this rectangular matrix product is at most \( \lceil n/r \rceil \text{MM}(r) \), which for \( r \leq m \) is \( O(mnr^{\omega-2}) \).

By transposing twice, we obtain the same upper bound on the cost of the reduced column echelon form.

\[2.1\text{ From the reduced column echelon form to } L, S, P \text{ factors}\]

Given the reduced column echelon form \( C \), we already have the row rank profile \((i_1, \ldots, i_r)\) of \( A \). To find some \( L, S, P \) factors, let \( C' \) consist of rows \( i_1, \ldots, i_r \) of \( C \). Then \( C' = [I_r \mid 0] \) and thus

\[
C = (E + F)C'.
\]

Since \( AV = C \), we have in particular \( A'V = C' \) where \( A' \) consists of the pivot rows \( i_1, \ldots, i_r \) of \( A \). Since \( V \) is invertible, multiplying on the right by \( V^{-1} \) leads further to \( A = (E + F)A' \).

For example, if \( A \in \mathbb{k}^{9 \times 5} \) has rank 3 and row rank profile \((2, 5, 7)\) then

\[
A = (E + F)A' = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & * & * & * & * \\ * & 1 & * & * & * \\ * & * & 1 & * & * \\ * & * & * & * & * \end{bmatrix}.
\]

Notice that such a factorization reveals an important property of the reduced column echelon form \( C = [E + F \mid 0] \): every row \( i \) of \( A \) is equal to a unique linear combination of earlier pivot
rows (that is, of rows \( i_1, i_2, \ldots \) of \( A \) such that \( i_1, i_2, \ldots \leq i \)) and, above all, the coefficients of this combination are exactly the entries of the \( i \)th row of \( E + F \).

Since \( A' \in k^{r \times n} \) has full row rank, it has an LUP-decomposition, say \( A' = LU'P \). Let \( S = FU' \). Since \( U' \in k^{r \times n} \) is upper triangular, \( S \in k^{m \times n} \) is semi-upper triangular. Therefore, using the fact that \( F^T F = I_r \) we obtain the following factorization:

\[
A = L''SP, \quad \text{where } L'' = (E + F)L'F^T.
\]

The last step to modify \( L'' \) slightly in order to find a unit lower triangular factor \( L \). Let \( E' \in k^{m \times r} \) be defined by

\[
E' + F = (E + F)L'.
\]

Since \( L' \) is unit lower triangular, \( E' + F \) has exactly the same echelon form as \( E + F \). (However, notice that row \( i_j \) of \( E + F \) is not a unit vector but contains instead the \( j \)th row of \( L' \).) It follows that \( L'' = E'F^T + FF^T = (\text{strictly lower triangular}) + (\text{diagonal}) \) is lower triangular. To get a unit lower triangular factor, simply replace \( L'' \) with

\[
L = E'F^T + I_m. \tag{4}
\]

The rows \( i_1, \ldots, i_r \) of \( S \) being zero, we have indeed \( A = LSP \), which is now an LSP-decomposition of \( A \). Furthermore, \( L \) in (4) is striped according to \( S \).

The above move from \( C \) to \( L, S, P \) requires LUP-decomposition of an \( r \times n \) matrix as well as computing the product \( (E + F)L' \) where \( E + F \) is \( m \times r \) and \( L' \) is \( r \times r \). The latter costs at most \( \lfloor m/r \rfloor \text{MM}(r) \in O(mr^{\omega-1}) \) and the former can be done in time \( O(nr^{\omega-1}) \) with the Bunch and Hopcroft algorithm [3]. Hence a total of \( O((m + n)r^{\omega-1}) \), which is in \( O(mnr^{\omega-2}) \) for \( r \leq \min(m, n) \). We thus have shown the following result:

**Theorem 2.1** An LSP-decomposition of \( A \in k^{m \times n} \) of (unknown) rank \( r \) can be computed in time \( O(mnr^{\omega-2}) \) by calling Storjohann’s reduced row echelon form algorithm and then the Bunch and Hopcroft LUP-decomposition algorithm. If \( \omega = 2 \), the cost becomes \( O(mn \log_2 r) \).

### 2.2 From \( L, S, P \) factors to the reduced column echelon form

Conversely, what if some \( L, S, P \) factors of \( A \) are given? First, deducing from \( S \) the row rank profile \( (i_1, \ldots, i_r) \) of \( A \) and taking \( F = [e_{i_1}, \ldots, e_{i_r}] \in k^{m \times r} \), an LUPP-decomposition follows easily: augment \( F \) with \( m - r \) columns into a permutation matrix \( Q = [F \mid G] \in k^{m \times m} \) and let \( V = F^TS \); then \( V \) is upper triangular with nonzero elements on the main diagonal, and

\[
A = LQUP, \quad U = \begin{bmatrix} V \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}.
\]

A second step is to move further to the reduced column echelon form of \( A \); this can be done fast with as claimed below.

**Theorem 2.2** Given \( A = LSP \in k^{m \times n} \), one can deduce the reduced column echelon form of \( A \) together with a transformation matrix in \( O((m + n)r^{\omega-1}) \) operations.

*Proof.* With no loss of generality, assume that \( L \) is striped according to \( S \). Then, by (3) we have \( A = (M + F)V'P \). Let \( N \in k^{r \times r} \) consist of rows \( i_1, \ldots, i_r \) of \( M + F \). Then \( N \) is unit
lower triangular and, writing $A'$ for the submatrix of $A$ that consists of rows $i_1, \ldots, i_r$, we get $A' = NVP$ and thus

$$A = (M + F)N^{-1}A'.$$

Now let $D \in k^{m \times r}$ be defined by $D + F = (M + F)N^{-1}$. It is not hard to see that the $m$ by $n$ matrix $[D + F \mid 0]$ is in reduced column echelon form; if we show that $A = [D + F \mid 0]W$ for some invertible matrix $W$ then, by uniqueness, $[D + F \mid 0]$ must be the reduced column echelon form of $A$. To show that, let

$$W = W_1W_2, \quad W_1 = \begin{bmatrix} W_{11} & W_{12} \\ I_{n-r} & \end{bmatrix}, \quad W_1W_2 = A'P^T, \quad W_2 = P^T.$$

Since $V = N^{-1}A'P^T$ has nonzero elements on the main diagonal, $W_1$ is invertible and so is $W$. On the other hand, using $(D + F)A' = A$, we obtain $A = [D + F \mid 0]W$. Therefore $[D + F \mid 0]$ is indeed the reduced column echelon form of $A$ and a transformation matrix is $W^{-1}$.

Since $D + F = (M + F)N^{-1}$ is $m \times r$ and $N$ is $r \times r$, one can obtain $D$ with $O(mr^{\omega - 1})$ field operations; since $[W_{11} \mid W_{12}]$ is $r \times n$ and $W_{11}$ is $r \times r$, one can obtain $W^{-1}$ with $O(nr^{\omega - 1})$ field operations. □

3 A rank-sensitive version of the IMH algorithm

We now present another approach to computing $A = LSP$, which is a rank-sensitive extension of algorithm IMH (Ibarra, Mora and Hui [8]; see also [2, p. 103] for a description). The principle of IMH is as follows: cut $A$ into horizontal slices $A_1$ and $A_2$ with roughly the same number of rows; compute $A_1 = L_1S_1P_1$ recursively; perform on $A_2P_1^T$ an elimination step similar to that of block-Gaussian elimination; compute $B_2 = L_2S_2P_2$ recursively with $B_2$ the lower-right block produced by elimination. This principle is depicted below on a $6 \times 4$ matrix with row rank profile (1, 3, 5, 6); there, $\times$ means a nonzero entry:

$$A = \begin{bmatrix} * & * & * & * \\ * & * & * & * \\ * & * & * & * \\ * & * & * & * \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} \times & * & * & * \\ \times & * & * & * \\ \times & * & * & * \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} \times & * & * & * \\ \times & * & * & * \\ \times & * & * & * \end{bmatrix} = S.$$

Factor $S$ is obtained by stacking $[S_{11} \ S_{12}P_2^T]$ over $[0 \ S_2]$, with $[S_{11} \ S_{12}] = S_1$. Factors $L$ and $P$ record respectively the row operations and column interchanges needed for moving from $A$ to $S$. For example, after the elimination step, we have an intermediate factorization of the form

$$\begin{bmatrix} A_1 \\ A_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} L_1 \\ L_{21} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} S_{11} & S_{12} \\ B_2 \end{bmatrix} P_1.$$

Now let $r_1$ be the rank of $A_1$. Then $r_1$ is also the number of nonzero rows of $S_1$, and $S_{11}$ consists of the first $r_1$ columns of $S_1$.

Our algorithm improves on algorithm IMH in two ways. In [8] it is always assumed that $m \leq n$, which implies $r_1 < n$. Unlike algorithm IMH, the algorithm we describe in Section 3.1
works for arbitrary input dimensions \( m \times n \) and the situation where \( r_1 = n \) may occur. In that case, \( B_2 \) is an empty matrix and the second recursive call is not needed. Hence an explicit test to detect that \( r_1 = n \) and then exit early. Second, algorithm IMH computes \( L_{21} \) and \( B_2 \) in \( O(m^{\omega-1}n) \) field operations. We show in Section 3.2 that our algorithm computes them in \( O(mnr^{\omega-2}) \) with \( r \) the rank of \( A \).

### 3.1 Algorithm description

We present here a rank-sensitive version of the IMH algorithm along with a correctness proof. The algorithm is written in Maple-like pseudo code. Note that \( m \leq n \) is not assumed.

**Algorithm LSP\((A)\)**

**Input:** \( A \in k^{m\times n} \).

**Output:** an LSP-decomposition of \( A \).

```plaintext
if \( A = 0 \) then
    \( L, S, P := I_m, 0_{m\times n}, I_n; \)
else if \( m = 1 \) then
    \( j := \) the index of the first nonzero entry of \( A; \)
    \( P := \) the permutation matrix that interchanges \( A_{1,1} \) and \( A_{1,j}; \)
    \( L, S := I_1, AP; \)
else
    \( m_1, m_2 := \lfloor m/2 \rfloor, \lceil m/2 \rceil; \)
    \( L_1, S_1, P_1 := \text{LSP}(A_1) \) with \( A_1 \) the first \( m_1 \) rows of \( A; \)
    \( r_1 := \) the number of nonzero rows of \( S_1; \)
    if \( r_1 = 0 \) then
        \( L_2, S_2, P_2 := \text{LSP}(A_2) \) with \( A_2 \) the last \( m_2 \) rows of \( A; \)
        \( L, S, P := \begin{bmatrix} I_{m_1} \\ L_2 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} S_1 \\ S_2 \end{bmatrix}, P_2; \)
    else
        \( S_{11} := \) the first \( r_1 \) columns of \( S_1; \)
        \( Q_1 := \) the first \( r_1 \) rows of a permutation matrix \( Q \) such that \( QS_{11} = [U^T \ 0]^T \)
        with \( U \) upper triangular and nonsingular;
        \( T_2 := A_2 P_1^T \) with \( A_2 \) the last \( m_2 \) rows of \( A; \)
        \( L_{21} := (T_21 U^{-1})Q_1 \) with \( T_21 \) the first \( r_1 \) columns of \( T_2; \)
        if \( r_1 = n \) then
            \( L, S, P := \begin{bmatrix} L_1 \\ L_{21} \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} S_1 \\ S_{12} \end{bmatrix}, P_1; \)
        else
            \( B_2 := T_{22} - (L_{21} Q_1^T)(Q_1 S_{12}) \) with \( S_{12}, T_{22} \) the last \( n - r_1 \) columns of \( S_1, T_2; \)
            \( L_2, S_2, P_2 := \text{LSP}(B_2); \)
            \( L, S, P := \begin{bmatrix} L_1 \\ L_{21} \\ L_2 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} S_{11} \\ S_{12} P_2^T \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} I_{r_1} \\ S_2 \end{bmatrix}, P_2; \)
        fi;
    fi;
fi;
return \( L, S, P; \)
```
If \( A = 0 \) then correctness of Algorithm LSP is clear. If \( A \neq 0 \), we proceed by induction on \( m \). If \( m = 1 \) then \( P^2 = I_n \) and \( A = (I_1)(AP)(P) \) is an LSP-decomposition of \( A \). Assume now that \( m > 1 \). From \( m_1 = \lceil m/2 \rceil \) and \( m_2 = \lfloor m/2 \rfloor \), it follows that

\[
m_1 \leq m_2 < m.
\]

Hence by induction we have the LSP-decomposition \( A_1 = L_1S_1P_1 \); similarly, \( L_2, S_2, P_2 \) is an LSP-decomposition of \( A_2 \) when \( r_1 = 0 \) and of \( B_2 \) when \( 0 < r_1 < n \). Therefore, for each of the three cases \( "r_1 = 0", \) \( "r_1 = n" \) and \( "0 < r_1 < n" \), the matrices \( L, S, P \) computed by the algorithm have the desired shape (\( L \) is unit lower triangular, \( S \) is semi-upper triangular and \( P \) is a permutation matrix). It remains to show that the product \( LSP \) indeed equals \( A \). To do that let us consider each case separately, using \( r_1 = \text{rank}(A_1) \) and \( U^{-1}Q_1S_{11} = I_{r_1} \).

1. If \( r_1 = 0 \) then \( A_1 = 0 \) and \( A_2 = L_2S_2P_2 \), which leads to

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix} A_1 \\ A_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} I_{m_1} \\ L_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} S_2 \end{bmatrix} P_2 = LSP.
\]

2. If \( r_1 = n \) then \( S_{11} = S_1 \) and \( T_2 = T_{21}. \) Hence \( U^{-1}Q_1S_{11} = I_{r_1} \) and \( A_2 = T_{21}P_1 \). Since \( L_{21} = T_{21}U^{-1}Q_1 \), it follows that \( L_{21}S_{11}P_1 = A_2 \). Using \( A_1 = L_1S_{11}P_1 \) we arrive at

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix} A_1 \\ A_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} L_1 \\ L_{21} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} I_{m_2} \\ S_1 \end{bmatrix} P_1 = LSP.
\]

3. If \( 0 < r_1 < n \) then \( L_{21}Q^T \) consists of the first \( r_1 \) columns of \( L_{21}Q^T \) and \( Q_1S_{12} \) consists of the first \( r_1 \) rows of \( QS_{12} \). Since by definition of \( Q \) and \( S_1 \) all other rows of \( QS_{12} \) are zero, \( (L_{21}Q^T)(Q_1S_{12}) = (L_{21}Q^T)(QS_{12}) = L_{21}S_{12} \). Therefore \( T_{22} = L_{21}S_{12} + B_2 \).

In addition, \( U^{-1}Q_1S_{11} = I_{r_1} \) gives \( T_{21} = L_{21}S_{11} \). Since \( T_2P_1 = [T_{21} \; T_{22}]P_1 = A_2 \) and \( L_{1}[S_{11} \; S_{12}]P_1 = A_1 \) we get the intermediate factorization (5). Then \( B_2 = L_{21}S_2P_2 \) gives

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix} L_1 \\ L_{21} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} S_{11} \\ S_{12}P^T \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} I_{r_1} \\ P_2 \end{bmatrix} P_1 = LSP.
\]

To sum up, the output \( L, S, P \) satisfies \( A = LSP \) for each case and correctness follows.

Notice that so far we have used only the fact that \( m_1 + m_2 = m \) with \( m_1, m_2 < m \). The values \( m_1 = \lceil m/2 \rceil \) and \( m_2 = \lfloor m/2 \rfloor \) will be used in the next subsection for bounding the sparsity complexity of the algorithm.

### 3.2 Complexity analysis

First let us verify that the unit lower triangular factor \( L \) computed by Algorithm LSP has the expected sparsity structure.

**Property 3.1** The factor \( L \) computed by Algorithm LSP is striped according to \( S \).

**Proof.** For \( A = 0 \) this is clear since \( L - I_m \) is zero. For \( A \) nonzero, let us proceed by induction on \( m \), the case \( m = 1 \) being clear too. Assume \( m > 1 \) and recall that \( m_1 = \lceil m/2 \rceil \leq m_2 = \lfloor m/2 \rfloor < m \). If \( r_1 = 0 \) then \( (i_{11}, \ldots, i_r) = (m_1 + i''_1, \ldots, m_1 + i''_r) \) with \( i''_r \) the row rank profile of \( A_2 \), and the assertion follows by induction. If \( r_1 > 0 \) then the row rank profile of \( A_1 \).
is \((i_1, \ldots, i_r)\); hence by induction only those columns of \(L_1 - I_{m_2}\) can be nonzero. Now, the \(j\)th column of \(Q_1\) is zero for all \(j \notin \{i_1, \ldots, i_r\}\), for otherwise \(U\) would have a zero row (a contradiction). It follows that only columns \(i_1, \ldots, i_r\) of \(L_1\) can be nonzero. If \(r_1 = n\) then we are done. If \(r_1 < n\) then let \((i''_j)\) be the row rank profile of \(B_2\). Since from (5) one has 
\[r_2 := \text{rank}(B_2) = r - r_1\] and \(i_{r_1+j} = m_1 + i''_j\) for \(1 \leq j \leq r_2\), the claim follows by induction. 

Therefore \(L\) requires only \(O(mr)\) field elements compared to \(m(m-1)/2\) for general \(m \times m\) unit lower triangular matrices. Now let us bound the cost of the elimination step, that is, of computing \(L_{21}\) and \(B_2\).

**Lemma 3.2** Computing \(L_{21}\) and \(B_2\) can be done with \(O(mn^{\omega-2})\) field operations.

**Proof.** For \(L_{21} = (T_{21}U^{-1})Q_1\), the invertible matrix \(U\) is \(r_1 \times r_1\) and \(T_{21}\) is \(m_2 \times r_1\). In addition, \(r_1 = \text{rank}(A_1)\) implies \(r_1 \leq m_2\). Hence \(T_{21}U^{-1}\) can be computed in time \(O(m_2r_1^{\omega-1})\). For \(B_2\), let \(C_{21} = L_{21}Q_1^T\) and \(R_{12} = Q_1S_{12}\). Then \(C_{21}\) is \(m_2 \times r_1\) and \(R_{12}\) is \(r_1 \times (n-r_1)\). We have already seen that \(r_1 \leq m_2\). Now, if \(r_1 \leq n-r_1\) then one can compute in \(C_{21}R_{12}\) in time \(O(m_2(n-r_1)r_1^{\omega-2})\); else simply multiply \(C_{21}\) by \(R_{12}\) padded first with \(2r_1 - n\) zero columns, and that in time \(O(m_2r_1^{\omega-1})\). Adding \(T_{21}\) has cost \(O(m_2(n-r_1))\). Conclusion follows for both \(L_{21}\) and \(B_2\) from \(m_2 \leq m\) and \(r_1 \leq r \leq n\).

Using this lemma, let us now estimate \(T(m, n, r)\), the number of field operations required by Algorithm LSP for input \(A \in k^{m \times n}\) of (unknown) rank \(r\). Following [11] we count a comparison with zero as a field operation. Then, when \(r = 0\) (that is, \(A = 0\) or \(m = 1\), we have \(T(m, n, r) = O(mn)\). Otherwise, recall that \(r_1\) is the rank of \(A_1\) and let \(r_2\) be the rank of \(B_2\); then, by Lemma 3.2

\[
T(m, n, r) = \begin{cases} 
T(m_1, n, 0) + T(m_2, n, r) + O(mn) & \text{if } r_1 = 0, \\
T(m_1, n, r_1) + O(mn^{\omega-2}) & \text{if } r_1 = n, \\
T(m_1, n, r_1) + T(m_2, n - r_1, r_2) + O(mn^{\omega-2}) & \text{if } 0 < r_1 < n.
\end{cases}
\]

Hence \(T(m, n, r)\) is upper bounded by a function \(f_n(m, r)\) such that

\[
f_n(m, r) = \begin{cases} 
O(mn) & \text{if } m = 1 \text{ or } r = 0, \\
f_n([m/2], r_1) + f_n([m/2], r_2) + O(mn^{\omega-2}) & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]

for some \(r_1, r_2 \geq 0\) with \(r = r_1 + r_2\). By [11, §1.3] one has \(f_n(m, r) = O(mn^{\omega-2})\) if \(\omega > 2\) and \(f_n(m, r) = O(mn \log_2 r)\) if \(\omega = 2\). Thus we have shown the following:

**Theorem 3.3** Let \(A \in k^{m \times n}\) of (unknown) rank \(r\). Algorithm LSP computes an LSP-decomposition of \(A\) in time \(O(mn^{\omega-2})\) if \(\omega > 2\). If \(\omega = 2\), the cost becomes \(O(mn \log_2 r)\).

One could modify easily Algorithm LSP so that it returns not only some factors \(L, S, P\) but also the rank and the row rank profile of \(A\). For applications (see Section 5), one might need \(L^{-1}\) rather than \(L\); modifying Algorithm LSP accordingly and obtaining the same complexity bound as in Theorem 3.3 is not hard neither. Here it is interesting to note that if \(L\) is striped according to \(S\) then its inverse \(L^{-1}\) is too. To check this, simply observe that if \(j \notin \{i_1, \ldots, i_r\}\) then \(e_j\) is the \(j\)th column of both \(L\) and \(I_m\). Therefore the \(j\)th column of \(L^{-1}\) is \(L^{-1}e_j = e_j\), which means that \(L^{-1}\) is striped according to \(S\).

As already observed in [8], once we have an LSP-decomposition of \(A\), an LQUP-decomposition can be deduced immediately. In the next section, we modify Algorithm LSP so as to compute directly an LQUP-decomposition.
4 A rank-sensitive LQUP-decomposition algorithm

Instead of computing $L, S, P$ recursively, one can work directly with a corresponding LQUP-decomposition in compressed form. Using the same divide-and-conquer approach as in Section 3, the goal is now to compute matrices $M, Q, V, P$ as in (1), (2), (3).

Recall that $M \in k^{m \times r}$ is in echelon form ($M_{i,j} = 0$ for $i \leq j$), that the first $r$ columns of $Q$ are $F$, and that $V \in k^{r \times r}$ is upper triangular and invertible. Furthermore, an LSP-decomposition of $A$ with $L$ striped according $S$ follows from

$$A = ([M | 0] + Q) \begin{bmatrix} V \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} P$$

by taking

$$L = [M | 0]Q^T + I_m \quad \text{and} \quad S = Q \begin{bmatrix} V \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}.$$

**Theorem 4.1** Algorithm LQUP is correct. Its cost is $O(mnr^{\omega-2})$ if $\omega > 2$ and $O(mn \log_2 r)$ if $\omega = 2$.

**Proof.** The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3: for correctness, we can proceed by induction on $m$ and, for $m > 1$, study separately three cases “$r_1 = 0$”, “$r_1 = n$” and “$0 < r_1 < n$.” (Some details about each case are provided in Appendix A.) As for the complexity bound, it is obtained in exactly the same way as in Section 3.2.

In the algorithm below, by “matrix $m \times 0$” we mean a matrix with $m$ empty rows.
Algorithm LQUP($A$)

Input: $A \in k^{m \times n}$.

Output: an LQUP-decomposition of $A$ in compressed form $M, Q, V, P$ and its rank $r$.

if $A = 0$ then
  $M, Q, V, P, r :=$ matrix $m \times 0, I_m, matrix 0 \times n, I_n, 0$;
else if $m = 1$ then
  $j :=$ the index of the first nonzero entry of $A$;
  $P :=$ the permutation matrix that interchanges $A_{1,1}$ and $A_{1,j}$;
  $M, Q, V, r := 0_{1 \times 1}, I_1, AP, 1$;
else
  $m_1, m_2 := \lfloor m/2 \rfloor, \lceil m/2 \rceil$;
  $M_1, Q_1, V_1, P_1, r_1 :=$ LQUP($A_1$) with $A_1$ the first $m_1$ rows of $A$;
  if $r_1 = 0$ then
    $M_2, Q_2, V_2, P_2, r_2 :=$ LQUP($A_2$) with $A_2$ the last $m_2$ rows of $A$;
    $M, Q, V, P, r := \begin{bmatrix} M_2 \\ M_1 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} I_{m_1} \\ Q_2 \end{bmatrix}, V_2, P_2, r_2$;
  else
    $V_{11} :=$ the first $r_1$ columns of $V_1$;
    $T_2 := A_2P_1^T$ with $A_2$ the last $m_2$ rows of $A$;
    $M_{21} := T_2V_{11}^{-1}$ with $T_2$ the first $r_1$ columns of $T_2$;
    if $r_1 = n$ then
      $M, Q, V, P, r := \begin{bmatrix} M_1 \\ M_{21} \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} Q_1 \\ I_{m_2} \end{bmatrix}, V_{11}, P_1, r_1$;
    else
      $B_2 := T_{22} - M_{21}V_{12}$ with $V_{12}, T_{22}$ the last $n - r_1$ columns of $V_1, T_2$;
      $M_2, Q_2, V_2, P_2, r_2 :=$ LQUP($B_2$);
      $M, V, P, r := \begin{bmatrix} M_1 \\ M_{21} \\ M_2 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} V_{11} \\ V_{12}P_2^T \\ V_2 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} I_{r_1} \\ P_2 \end{bmatrix}, P_1, r_1 + r_2$;
      $Q := \begin{bmatrix} Q_{11} \\ Q_{21} \\ Q_{12} \\ Q_{22} \end{bmatrix}$ with $Q_i = [Q_{i1} \mid Q_{i2}]$ and $Q_{i1}$ having $r_i$ columns;
  fi;
fi;
return $M, Q, V, P, r$;

5 Some applications of LSP-/LQUP-decomposition

In [8, §4] and [10, §4], several applications of an LSP- or LQUP-decomposition are given: solve the linear system $Ax = b$ or detect that it has no solution; find a submatrix of $A$ whose column and row ranks are both equal to $r$, and, more generally, reorder the rows and columns of $A$ to obtain a matrix with generic rank profile; compute left and right nullspace bases of $A$; diagonalize $A$, that is, compute an $m$ by $m$ nonsingular matrix $X$ and an $n$ by $n$ nonsingular matrix $Y$ such that $XAY = \text{diag}(I_r, 0)$; compute various generalized inverses (generalized, reflexive generalized [8, p.54] and, when $k$ is the field of complex numbers, Moore-Penrose [7, p.257]).

A consequence of the algorithms of the previous sections is that the complexity of such application problems is now bounded by $O(nmr^{\omega-2})$ or $O(nn \log_2 r)$ instead of $O(nm^{\omega-1})$. 
We give some details below.

**Generic rank profile.** Partition $V$ in (3) as $V = [V_1 \mid V_2]$ with $V_1 \in k^{r \times r}$. Then

$$Q^TAP^T = \begin{bmatrix} F^TM + I_r \newline G^TM \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V_1 \mid V_2 \end{bmatrix}.$$  

Since $F^TM + I_r$ is unit lower triangular and $V_1$ is upper triangular and nonsingular, the first $r$ principal minors of the product $(F^TM + I_r)V_1$ are nonsingular. Hence $Q^TAP^T$ has generic rank profile.

**Linear system solving.** Here the classic process is as follows. Given $A \in k^{m \times n}$ and $b \in k^n$, first compute an LSP-decomposition of $A$; then compute the vector $c = L^{-1}b$; conclude that $Ax = b$ has no solution, otherwise solve $Sy = c$ for $y$ and return $x = P^Ty$.

Due to the semi-upper triangular shape of $S$, solving $Sy = c$ has cost $O(r \omega)$. In order to bound the cost of solving $Lc = b$, observe that $L = [M \mid 0]$ leads to $Q^TLQ = Q^T[M \mid 0]$ + $I_m$.

Now, $W := Q^TLQ$ has the shape

$$W = \begin{bmatrix} W_1 \\ W_2 \end{bmatrix}, \text{ with } W_1 \in k^{r \times r} \text{ invertible.}$$

Therefore, by inverting $W$, one can compute $L^{-1}b = Q(W^{-1}(Q^Tb))$ with $O(mr^{\omega-1})$ field operations. In conclusion, when $A = LSP$ is given, one can solve $Ax = b$ or decide that no solution exists with $O(mr^{\omega-1})$ extra operations.

**Left and right nullspace bases.** With $V_1, V_2, W_1, W_2$ as above, it is not hard to verify that bases of the left and right nullspaces of $A$ are given by, respectively,

$$\begin{bmatrix} -W_2W_1^{-1} \\ I_{m-r} \end{bmatrix}Q^T \text{ and } P^T\begin{bmatrix} -V_1^{-1}V_2 \\ I_{n-r} \end{bmatrix}.$$  

Given $A = LQUP$, computing those two bases costs $O((m + n)r^{\omega-1})$ field operations.

**Diagonalizing transforms.** Some transforms $X \in k^{m \times m}$ and $Y \in k^{n \times n}$ such that $XAY = \text{diag}(I_r, 0)$ are (see [8, p.53])

$$X = Q^{-1}L^{-1} \text{ and } Y = P^T\begin{bmatrix} V_1^{-1} \newline -V_1^{-1}V_2 \\ I_{n-r} \end{bmatrix}.$$  

Hence, given $A = LQUP$, one can compute them at an extra cost of $O((m + n)r^{\omega-1})$.

**Generalized inverses.** From the proof of [8, Theorem 3.3], an arbitrary generalized inverse and an arbitrary reflexive inverse can both be deduced from the above $X, Y, L, Q, V$ via some matrix multiplications having cost $O(mnr^{\omega-2})$. From the proof of [8, Theorem 3.4] one can see that, given $A = LQUP$, the cost of the Moore-Penrose inverse is dominated by the cost of multiplying an $n \times r$ matrix by an $r \times m$ matrix, which is $O(mnr^{\omega-2})$ too.
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A Some details for the correctness proof of Algorithm LQUP

A.1 Case where \( r_1 = 0 \)

In this case \( r = r_2 \) and

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ A_2 \end{bmatrix},
\]

which implies

\[
A P_2^T = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ L_2 Q_2 U_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} I_{m_1} \\ L_2 Q_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ U_2 \end{bmatrix}, \quad L_2 Q_2 = [M_2 \mid 0] + Q_2, \quad U_2 = \begin{bmatrix} V_2 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}.
\]

Hence

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix} [M_2 \mid 0] + Q_2 \\ I_{m_1} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} U_2 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ M_2 \end{bmatrix} 0_{m_1 \times (m-r_2)} + \begin{bmatrix} I_{m_1} \\ Q_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V_2 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} P_2,
\]

and \( V := V_2 \) and \( P := P_2 \). The first \( r \) columns of \( Q \) are \( \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ Q_2 \end{bmatrix} = [e_{i'_1+m_1}, \ldots, e_{i'_r+m_1}] \) where, by induction, \( (i'_j) \) is the row rank profile of \( A_2 \). Conclusion follows from the fact that when \( r_1 = 0 \) one has \( i_j = i'_j + m_1 \) for \( 1 \leq j \leq r \). Similarly, \( M \) is of the desired shape because \( M_2 \) is, by induction.

A.2 Case where \( r_1 > 0 \)

In this case

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix} A_1 \\ A_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} L_1 Q_1 U_1 \\ T_2 \end{bmatrix} P_1, \quad L_1 Q_1 = [M_1 \mid 0] + Q_1, \quad U_1 = \begin{bmatrix} V_1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}.
\]

Therefore, with \( V_1 = [V_{11} \mid V_{12}] \) and \( T_2 = [T_{21} \mid T_{22}] \),

\[
A P_1^T = \begin{bmatrix} [M_1 \mid 0] + Q_1 \\ I_{m_2} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V_{11} \\ V_{12} \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ T_{21} \\ T_{22} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} I_{r_1} \\ M_{21} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} I_{m_1 \times r_1} \\ I_{m_2} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V_{11} \\ V_{12} \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ B_2 \end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( M_{21} = T_{21} V_{11}^{-1} \) and \( B_2 = T_{22} - M_{21} V_{12} \).
A.2.1 Case where $r_1 = n$

In this case $r = r_1 = n$ and thus

$$A = \left[ \begin{array}{c} [M_1 | 0] + Q_1 \\ M_{21} \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{ccc} I_n & I_{m_1-n} \\ M_{21} & I_{m_2} \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} V_{11} \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right] P_1$$

$$= \left( \left[ \begin{array}{cc} M_1 & 0 \\ M_{21} & 0 \\ 0 & M_2 \end{array} \right] + \left[ \begin{array}{c} Q_1 \\ I_{m_2} \end{array} \right] \right) \left[ \begin{array}{c} V_{11} \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right] P_1, \ V := V_{11}, \ P := P_1.$$

In addition the first $r$ columns of $Q$ are the first $r_1$ columns of $[Q_1]$, that is, by induction, $[e_{i_1'}, \ldots, e_{i_{r_1}'}]$ where $(i_j')$ is the row rank profile of $A_1$. Since $r_1 = n$, $(i_j')$ is also the row rank profile $(i_j)$ of $A$ and thus the first $r$ columns of $Q$ are $[e_{i_1}, \ldots, e_{i_r}]$ as wanted. Also, since by induction $M_1$ has the correct echelon shape, the same holds for $M$.

A.2.2 Case where $0 < r_1 < n$

Since $B_2 = ([M_2 | 0] + Q_2) \left[ \begin{array}{c} V_2 \\ 0 \end{array} \right] P$ we have

$$A P_1^T = \left( \left[ \begin{array}{c} M_1 \\ M_{21} \end{array} \right] 0 \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ M_2 \end{array} \right] + \left[ \begin{array}{c} Q_1 \\ Q_2 \end{array} \right] \right) \left[ \begin{array}{c} V_{11} \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} V_{12} P_2^T \\ V_2 \\ 0 \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} I_{r_1} \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right] P_2.$$

Hence

$$A = \left( \left[ \begin{array}{c} M_1 \\ M_{21} \\ 0 \left[ \begin{array}{c} M_1 \\ M_{21} \end{array} \right] 0 \end{array} \right] + \left[ \begin{array}{cc} Q_{11} & Q_{12} \\ Q_{21} & Q_{22} \end{array} \right] \right) \left[ \begin{array}{c} I_{r_1} \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} I_{r_1} \\ I_{m_1-r_1} \\ 0 \\ I_{m_2-r_2} \end{array} \right]$$

$$\times \left[ \begin{array}{c} V_{11} \\ V_{12} P_2^T \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} I_{r_1} \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right] P_1.$$

Now, $r = r_1 + r_2$ and the first $r$ columns of $Q$ are $[Q_{11} | Q_{21}]$, that is, by induction, $[e_{i_1'}, \ldots, e_{i_{r_1}'} | e_{i_{r_1+1}'} + m_1, \ldots, e_{i_{r_2}'} + m_1]$
where \((i'_j)\) is the row rank profile of \(A_1\) and \((i''_j)\) is the row rank profile of \(B_2\). Since the row rank profile \((i_j)\) of \(A\) satisfies \(i_j = i'_j\) for \(1 \leq j \leq r_1\) and \(i_j = i''_j + m_1\) for \(r_1 < j \leq r\), we conclude that the first \(r\) columns of \(Q\) are \([e_{i_1}, \ldots, e_{i_r}]\) as wanted. Also, \(M = \begin{bmatrix} M_1 \\ M_2 \\ M_2 \end{bmatrix}\) has the desired shape, because that is true, by induction, for both \(M_1\) and \(M_2\) and because of the above relationship between \((i_j)\), \((i'_j)\) and \((i''_j)\).